Technical Requirements:
Dressing Room
1 large dressing room with full body mirror if possible
bottled water snacks, juices, coffee and tea

Stage
-Stage size standard size, Approx. necessary space: 40 feet X 30 feet
We are flexible with odd shaped stages or multi level stages.
-2 Prop tables in the wings offstage right and left.
-Follow spot is not necessary except if specials are not available from the front of House.
-Total of two stage hands needed during show,
one for light, one curtain on deck
- The stage floor should consist of standard staging with 3/4” plywood over the top
along with an additional top surface of tempered Masonite layered over the
plywood. This is to provide a stage surface that will resonate and allow the tapping
to be heard as well as to protect the stage deck from damage.

Lighting/ electricity:
-We need three washes upstage, downstage and center .
3 washes: one dark Blue one warm wash (amber) and one white( or no color pink)
Cobu will work with the lighting director
-Minimum of 12 specials, 6 from the house and the other 6 on 1 or 2nd electric
-Back lights 3 rd Electric with par cans or frenels dark amber and blue and n/c white.
-Side lights NC white and Amber
-Cyc. also in three colors:
Deep Blue, Red and Amber.

Sound:
-In regular theaters/spaces with good acoustic no drums microphones needed.
For larger auditorium;

Some mics can be set from beginning to end but some will have to be moved after for
piece- placement of mics will be determined
Monitors from off stage right and left
For outside spaces and very large arena.
7 drum mics for large base drums and 5 for higher pitched drum (similar to snare drums).

Transportation:
2 large passenger vans. One with no seats to transport large equipment and one for
personnel transport

